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An elevated natural experience

Sodashi takes a holistic approach to beauty that transcends 
skincare; it is a total experience that works to nurture the 
mind, body, spirit and emotions.

We believe that creating skincare in its most natural state is 
the finest nourishment for beautiful skin, intact with all of 
the vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients.

Sodashi is alive with the intelligence of nature.



Distinctive. Valued. Enduring.

Founded in 1999, Sodashi has an absolute commitment to 
quality ensuring that Sodashi products and spa treatment 
experiences are distinctive, valued and enduring.

Initially created for the spa industry, Sodashi has a 
reputation for satisfying the needs of the most discerning 
customers and is known as the natural skin care brand that 
offers the finest results and experience. 
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Artisanal skincare made with intention

Sodashi’s artisanal approach to beauty means each and every one of 
our products are lovingly crafted on our own premises.  No two 
batches are identical because each natural ingredient differs on a 
molecular level depending on the harvest; the soil, the climatic 
conditions, the air quality - all have an effect. Sodashi celebrates these 
differences. 

A key ingredient in Sodashi skincare is the intention that goes into the
product; the working day includes time when the team meditate
together to ensure that the energy going in to making the product is
the best it can be.

"At Sodashi, employees 
meditate together every 
afternoon to ensure the 
energy going into making the 
meticulously crafted skincare 
is the best it can be.” 
- Goop.com
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Pure ingredients; complete transparency

We believe in holding ourselves to very high standards in 
terms of choosing ingredients and formulations that support 
our health. Not one synthetic chemical is used in the 
Sodashi manufacturing process and no products are ever 
tested on animals. 

We are completely transparent; we stand by each and every 
one of our ingredients and the processes that go into hand 
crafting our products. 

Every single ingredient is listed on the label.
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“Saving face! Thank god for the 
Rejuvenating Skin Boost. Sodashi 
is so fresh and clean, it is saving 
my skin’s life.”

Philip Lim
Fashion Designer

“Not only is Sodashi genuinely pure and free of anything nasty, but 
unlike many natural products, this range of treatments really works; 
so much so that I returned to Europe with a suitcase full of Sodashi 

and really great skin! I stay in around 75 hotels world-wide each year 
and check  out almost as many spas, so when I say that Sodashi is a 

best product range I have encountered, I am not exaggerating”
Lyn Middlehurst

Editor, The Gallivanter’s Guide

“Sodashi is one of Australia’s 
best kept secrets... this is a skin 
care brand that gleams with 
goodness, efficacy, elegance 
and purity. It’s no wonder that 
Sodashi has stolen the hearts 
of some of the finest hotels, 
resorts and spas in the world - 
this is 8-star skin care.”

Zoe Foster
Beauty Editor & Author

“The Sodashi Eye Lifting Gel 
is SO GOOD. It s like lifts your 
eye right over your head. And 
they’re Aussies!”

Lauren Brown
Editor in Chief,

In-style US



Global presence

Sodashi products can be found in over 25 counties and in 
the sky on Emirates Private Jets.

Selective partnerships rather than mass distribution - 
prestigious, iconic, boutique, covetable destinations.

Adored and talked about by influencers in fashion, 
entertainment and media.



Hotel Amenities



50ML BOTTLES,  
50G & 100G SOAPS



75ML BOTTLES,  
50G & 100G SOAPS



300ML 
DISPENSERS



300ML DISPENSER
SINGLE BRACKET



300ML DISPENSER
DOUBLE BRACKETS



300ML DISPENSER
TRIPLE BRACKETS



500ML 
DISPENSERS
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500ML DISPENSER 
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3.8L BOTTLES



5L BOTTLES



HUNTERAMENITIES.COM.AU

INDIA_
Level 6, Brilliant Solitaire,

Scheme 78, Part 2, Vijay Nagar,

Indore (MP)

INDIA

P +91 22  67869394

MALAYSIA_
No. 15 + 17, Jalan Mahir 5, 

Kawasan Perindustrian Cemerlang,

81800 Ulu Tiram, Johor Darul Takzim

MALAYSIA

P +607  863 2889

SINGAPORE_
Block 102E Pasir Panjang Road

05-01/02 Citilink Warehouse Complex, 

  Queenstown, 118529 

SINGAPORE

P +65 6302 3787

UAE_
Zaahiya Building, Apt 404,

Opp Golden Sands 7

Al Mankhool Street, Bur Dubai

Dubai, UAE

P +971 52 9285944 

AMERICA_
3230 S. Buffalo Dr – Ste 106, 

Las Vegas, NV 89117

USA

P +1 702 869 3741 

AUSTRALIA_
81-85 Malcolm Road,

Braeside VIC 3195

AUSTRALIA

P +613 9580 9977

CANADA_
1205 Corporate Drive,

Burlington, Ontario L7L 5V5

CANADA

P 1-800-668-1483 x 223

CHINA_
70 Huasheng Road, 

Beichen Technological Zone, 

Beichen District, Tianjin, 300409

CHINA 

P +022 8699 6634 806
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